
While denim shorts are amazing, 
sometimes shorts that are a little lighter, 

not restricting, that let air in while also having 
fun patterns are a perfect way to quickly look 

super cute for summer, and also
 not feel gross and sweaty. 

(Also doesn’t take up any room on those summer trips.)

SOFT, breezy SHORTS

Clothes for hot 
summertime weather

1 
LOOSE, fitting TOPS

BRALETTES

Crop tops look great during the summertime,
but picking out a looser style that doesn’t cling 

to your skin will allow air to flow more freely 
and not have you feeling sticky. The less fabric 

that touches your skin, the better. 

(This loose style can go for all shirts in general, not just crop tops) 2 

SHEER cardigans/kimonos

4 
3 

Underneath all those loose fitting clothing, 
spaghetti strap dresses, and sheer fabrics

- bralettes are perfect. Not only can you get 
beautiful, lace ones that are meant to be 

shown, but they also don’t have any 
padding and thick fabric to create 

that awful boob sweat. 

To quickly add more to a basic summer 
outfit, and also have on hand if the nights 
get a little cooler, or you’re indoors. Lace 
and see through. These look perfect with 

short shorts and tank tops. 
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CUTOUTS

Clothes for hot 
summertime weather

5 
linen PANTS

MAXI dresses

6 

scarves/BANDANAS

8 
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 Tops with cold shoulder cutouts, 
backless, anything that allows air flow. 
Summer is perfect for ripped up denim 

shorts too. 

Sometimes it’s just too hot to wear jeans, 
so linen is a perfect summery addition 

that also helps keep you cool. Linen/cotton 
blend won’t wrinkle. 

The fastest summer style you can put on 
and look completely stylish. Maxi skirts 
with crop tops are a perfect outfit too. 

Lighter summer scarves tied into your hair 
can not only keep away sweat, but also 

give you a beautiful boho look. Large ones 
can be untied and draped over your shoulders

 to protect you from the sun, or keep you 
warm indoors. They can also be tied onto 
your purse as a decoration and ready for 

use when needed. 



Sandals go with summer, there’s really no 
other shoe that’s as iconic for the weather, 

and it’s because it works so well and with all 
the different styles they can really make 

your outfit. Slip on shoes are another great 
alternative as they’re easy and comfortable. 
Buy the tiny no show socks and this will help 
keep your summer feet from making them 
smell. There are different kinds of lace slip 

ons now that are even more breathable.
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ROMPERS

TIPS:
11 

JEWELRY

Clothes for hot 
summertime weather

9 
strappy SANDALS/SLIP ONS

Even if it’s so hot you don’t feel like doing 
anything but wearing a tank top and shorts, 

sometimes all you need is an attention 
grabbing piece of jewelry to make your 

outfit stand out. 

These are great for anyone, but especially 
since it’s summer dress season, these can 
be a perfect way to get the cooling feel of 

a dress, but helps prevent your thighs 
rubbing together for anyone that deals 

with that annoyance when wearing a dress. 

Steer clear of gray on really hot days. This color, along with bright pastels, shows 
all those not so great sweat marks. To keep cool, wear: cotton, chambray, 

and linen. Stay away from: polyester, spandex, and nylon. Rayon and silk are 
in the middle. Best to wear when it’s not blazing hot. 
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